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Abstract

Motivation: There is increasing interest in learning how human brain networks vary as a function

of a continuous trait, but flexible and efficient procedures to accomplish this goal are limited. We

develop a Bayesian semiparametric model, which combines low-rank factorizations and flexible

Gaussian process priors to learn changes in the conditional expectation of a network-valued ran-

dom variable across the values of a continuous predictor, while including subject-specific random

effects.

Results: The formulation leads to a general framework for inference on changes in brain network

structures across human traits, facilitating borrowing of information and coherently characterizing

uncertainty. We provide an efficient Gibbs sampler for posterior computation along with simple

procedures for inference, prediction and goodness-of-fit assessments. The model is applied to

learn how human brain networks vary across individuals with different intelligence scores. Results

provide interesting insights on the association between intelligence and brain connectivity, while

demonstrating good predictive performance.

Availability and Implementation: Source code implemented in R and data are available at https://

github.com/wangronglu/BNRR

Contact: rl.wang@duke.edu

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

We are motivated by recent advances in neuroimaging of structural

interconnections among anatomical regions in the human brain.

Our focus is on learning how brain structural connectivity net-

works—also known as connectomes—vary across individuals, and

the extent to which such variability is associated with differences in

human cognitive traits.

In our application, brain networks are estimated exploiting

structural magnetic resonance imaging and diffusion tensor imaging

to obtain a V�V symmetric adjacency matrix Ai for each subject

i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. Each cell ½vu� in the matrix corresponds to a pair of

brain regions, with Ai½vu� ¼ Ai½uv� ¼ 1 if there are fibers connecting

brain regions v and u in subject i, and Ai½vu� ¼ Ai½uv� ¼ 0 otherwise.

There are V¼68 regions in our study (Desikan et al., 2006) equally

divided in the left and right hemisphere. Refer to Figure 1 for an ex-

ample of the available data.

There has been an increasing focus on using brain imaging tech-

nologies to better understand the neural pathways underlying

human traits, ranging from personality to cognitive abilities and

mental disorders (Stam, 2014). Our aim is to develop flexible pro-

cedures to improve understanding of how the brain structural con-

nectivity architecture varies in relation to a trait of interest xi 2 <
measured for each subject i ¼ 1; . . . ;n. In our application this trait

represents a measure of intelligence available via the FSIQ (Full

Scale Intelligence Quotient) score (Jung and Haier, 2007).

Network data are challenging to analyze because they require not

only dimensionality reduction procedures to effectively deal with the

large number of pairwise relationships, but also flexible formulations
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to account for the topological structures of the network. Current lit-

erature addresses these goals only for a single network observation.

Notable examples include exponential random graph models (e.g.

Frank and Strauss, 1986), and factorizations covering stochastic block

models (Nowicki and Snijders, 2001), mixed membership stochastic

block models (Airoldi et al., 2008) and latent space models (Hoff

et al., 2002). These procedures reduce dimensionality, incorporate

network properties and have been generalized to accommodate re-

gression settings in which there are response variables and network-

specific predictors associated with every node v ¼ 1; . . . ;V in a single

network (e.g. Hochberg et al., 2007; O’Malley and Marsden, 2008).

This type of network regression is fundamentally different than our

interest in relating a network Ai specific to individual i to a corres-

ponding predictor xi, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.

In relating the network Ai to a specific trait xi, a common strat-

egy in neuroscience is to estimate a separate logistic regression for

each pair of brain regions to learn changes in their connectivity with

the predictor. However, as discussed in Simpson et al. (2013), such

massive univariate edge-based studies do not incorporate depend-

ence in connectivity patterns, and therefore ignore relevant wiring

mechanisms in the brain architecture. This has motivated an increas-

ing interest in how topological characteristics of a complex network

change as a function of a trait (e.g. Rubinov and Sporns, 2010).

Typical procedures address this aim by computing a set of summary

measures for each network—e.g. network density, transitivity, aver-

age path length, assortativity—and enter these statistics as responses

in a regression model (e.g. van den Heuvel et al., 2009; Wu et al.,

2013). However, reducing the rich network data to a subset of sum-

mary measures can discard important information about the brain

connectivity and underestimate its changes across the trait.

With these issues in mind, we develop a network–response

regression model, which considers the brain network Ai as an

object-type response variable having conditional expectation chang-

ing flexibly with xi. To our knowledge, there is no literature address-

ing this problem, though there are a rich variety of methods for

characterizing dynamic changes in a time-specific network At, with

Holland and Leinhardt (1977), Xing et al. (2010) and Sewell and

Chen (2015) considering discrete equally-spaced times and Durante

and Dunson (2014) providing a continuous-time formulation.

Although the later article provides a useful building block, the time-

series setting is fundamentally different from the regression case we

consider, motivating careful modifications to incorporate subject-

specific variability and other relevant structure.

There is an increasing availability of data motivating network–

response regression models. We propose a Bayesian semiparametric

formulation that reduces dimensionality and efficiently exploits

network information via a flexible latent space representation, with

the latent coordinates of the brain regions varying both systematic-

ally—according to a trait of the individual, such as FSIQ—and ran-

domly—due to unobserved traits or measurement errors—across

individuals. This formulation allows coherent inference at different

scales, including global changes in network topological structures

and local variations in edge probabilities.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we focus on

model formulation, prior specification and posterior computation.

A simulation study is examined in Section 3. In Section 4 our model

is applied to learn changes in the brain network with the FSIQ score,

showing improved performance in inference, edge prediction and

uncertainty quantification.

2 Materials and methods

Let Ai denote the binary adjacency matrix characterizing the un-

directed brain network with no self-relationships for the subject

i, and xi the corresponding trait value, for every i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. As

self-relationships are not of interest and Ai is symmetric, we

model A1; . . . ;An by defining a probabilistic generative mechan-

ism for the vectors LðA1Þ; . . . ;LðAnÞ, with LðAiÞ ¼
ðAi½21�;Ai½31�; . . . ;Ai½V1�; Ai½32�; . . . Ai½VðV�1Þ�Þ> the vector encoding

the lower triangular elements of Ai, which uniquely characterize

Ai. Hence, LðAiÞ is a vector of binary elements

LðAiÞl 2 f0;1g; l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2, encoding the absence or

presence of an edge among the lth pair of brain regions in

subject i.

Based on our notation, developing a regression model for a

network-valued response translates into statistical modeling of how

a vector of binary data changes across the values of a trait of inter-

est. However, it is important to explicitly incorporate the network

structure of our data. In fact, networks are potentially characterized

by specific underlying topological patterns which induce dependence

among the edges within each brain. As a result, by carefully accom-

modating the network structure in modeling of LðA1Þ; . . . ;LðAnÞ,
one might efficiently borrow information within each LðAiÞ and

across the trait xi, while reducing dimensionality and inferring spe-

cific network properties along with their changes across xi.

2.1 Model formulation
In modeling of LðA1Þ; . . . ;LðAnÞ we look for a representation which

can flexibly characterize variability across individuals in brain con-

nectivity, while accommodating network structure within each brain

and learning changes with the trait xi. Individual variability (e.g

Mueller et al., 2013) and specific network structures (e.g Bullmore

and Sporns, 2009) have been shown to substantially affect the func-

tioning of networked brain systems, with these systems often vary-

ing with human traits (e.g Stam, 2014).

Consistent with the above goals and letting LðAiÞ denote the ran-

dom variable associated with the brain network of subject i, we

characterize individual variability by assuming the edges among

pairs of brain regions are conditionally independent Bernoulli vari-

ables, given a subject-specific edge probability vector pðiÞ ¼
fpðiÞ1 ; . . . ;pðiÞVðV�1Þ=2g

>,

LðAiÞljp
ðiÞ
l � BernfpðiÞl g; pðiÞl ¼ prfLðAiÞl ¼ 1g; (1)

independently for each pair l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2 and i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.

Equation (1) incorporates individual variability, but fails to account

for two key sources of information in our data. In fact, we expect

dependence between the edge probabilities in each pðiÞ due to the

Fig. 1. Binary adjacency matrices for two selected subjects. Black cells denote

presence of a connection. White cells denote no connection. FSIQ is an IQ score
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network topology. Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that subjects

with similar traits will have comparable brain networks. To incorp-

orate these structures, we define the edge probabilities as a function

of subject-specific node positions in a latent space, with these pos-

itions centered on a higher-level mean which changes with xi.

Specifically, letting l denote the pair of brain regions v and u, v>u,

we first borrow information within each pðiÞ by defining

logit pðiÞl

n o
¼ Zl þ

XR

r¼1

YðiÞvr YðiÞur ; (2)

for each l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2 and i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. In (2), Zl 2 < is a

similarity measure for the lth pair of regions shared among all indi-

viduals, whereas Y
ðiÞ
vr 2 < and Y

ðiÞ
ur 2 < denote the rth coordinate of

the brain regions v and u for subject i, respectively. This construc-

tion has also an intuitive interpretation. In fact, Y
ðiÞ
vr may measure

the propensity of brain region v towards the rth cognitive function

in subject i. According to (2), if regions v and u have propensities in

the same direction, they will have a high chance pðiÞl to be connected.

Moreover, embedding the brain regions in a lower-dimensional

space via (2) allows dimensionality reduction, and can accommo-

date several topological properties (Hoff, 2008).

2.2 Prior specification
To conclude our Bayesian specification, we choose priors for the

shared parameters Zl, l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2, and the subject-specific

latent coordinates Y
ðiÞ
vr for each v ¼ 1; . . . ;V; r ¼ 1; . . . ;R and

i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. These priors are defined to facilitate simple posterior

computation, favor borrowing of information between different indi-

viduals and allow the latent coordinates to smoothly change across

the values of the predictor. Subjects with similar traits are expected to

have comparable brain networks. We incorporate this structure by

centering the prior for the subject-specific latent coordinates on a

higher-level mean smoothly changing with the trait of interest. Then,

by updating this prior with the likelihood provided by the data we ex-

pect the posterior to flexibly account for possible deviations from

prior assumptions, including allowance for uninformative traits.

Consistent with the above considerations, we let

Zl � Nðlz; r
2
z Þ; (3)

independently for l¼1, . . . , V(V�1)/2; and

YðiÞvr � NflvrðxiÞ; 1g; (4)

independently for every v ¼ 1; . . . ;V; r ¼ 1; . . . ;R and i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.

We set the prior variance of Y
ðiÞ
vr at 1 because we observed indistinguish-

able results when replacing (4) with a Student-t distribution. Hence we

maintain the Gaussian prior (4) to keep the model parsimonious and

computationally tractable. To accommodate systematic deviations, we

incorporate mean functions lvrð�Þ characterizing changes in the rth la-

tent coordinate of the vth brain region with the trait of interest.

In modeling lvrð�Þ, we could consider a Gaussian process (GP)

prior for each v ¼ 1; . . . ;V and r ¼ 1; . . . ;R. However, as the number

of nodes increases, we face scalability issues. To reduce dimensional-

ity, we define each lvrð�Þ as a linear combination of a smaller number

of dictionary functions Wkrð�Þ; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K < V and r ¼ 1; . . . ;R,

lvrð�Þ ¼
XK

k¼1

GvkWkrð�Þ; (5)

for each v ¼ 1; . . . ;V and r ¼ 1; . . . ;R, where Gvk, for v ¼ 1; . . . ;V

and k ¼ 1; . . . ;K, are coefficients common to all the subjects.

Factorization (5) further reduces the number of unknown functions

from V�R to K�R, where K is typically smaller than V.

Factorizations (2) and (5) are not unique; however, we avoid identi-

fiability constraints as the focus of our inference is not on latent co-

ordinates but on how the overall network structure varies

systematically with traits and randomly across individuals. Such in-

ferences can be accomplished via appropriate functionals of the edge

probabilities in pðiÞ, as we will illustrate.

In choosing priors for the components in factorization (5), we

first let

Wkrð�Þ � GPð0; cÞ (6)

independently for each k¼1; . . . ;K and r¼1; . . .R, with c the squared

exponential correlation function cðxi;xjÞ¼ expf�jðxi�xjÞ2g; j>0.

To allow adaptive deletion of unnecessary dictionary functions, we

incorporate a shrinkage effect in the prior for the coefficients Gvk,

v¼1; . . . ;V and k¼1;. . . ;K, letting

Gvk � Nð0; s�1
k Þ; v ¼ 1; . . . ;V; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K; (7)

sk � Gafaq3ðk�1Þ; q2ðk�1Þg; q > 1: (8)

In (7), sk provides a global column-wise shrinkage effect on Gvk.

High values of sk force the prior for Gvk to be concentrated around

zero a priori, deleting the effect of the corresponding dictionary

function Wkrð�Þ in factorization (5). Equation (8) is carefully defined

to allow this shrinkage effect to be increasingly strong as k grows. A

graphical representation of our hierarchical model formulation is

provided in Figure 2.

2.3 Posterior computation
Given priors defined in equations (3)–(8), posterior computation for

model (1) with subject-specific edge probabilities factorized as in

(2), proceeds via a simple Gibbs sampler leveraging P�olya-Gamma

data augmentation (Polson et al., 2013), which allows conjugate in-

ference in Bayesian logistic regression. We summarize below the

main steps of the MCMC routine. Step-by-step derivations are pro-

vided in the Supplementary Material.

• Update each augmented data xðiÞl ; l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, from its full conditional P�olya-Gamma distribution.

• Given the data fLðAiÞ; xig; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, the latent coordinates’

matrix YðiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, and the P�olya-Gamma augmented data

xðiÞl ; l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, the full conditionals for

Zl, l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2 are Gaussian distributions.
• In updating the subject-specific coordinates’ matrix YðiÞ, for each

i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, we block sample the rows of YðiÞ in turn condition-

ally on the rest of the matrix and the parameters Gvk,

v ¼ 1; . . . ;V; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K; WkrðxiÞ; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K; r ¼ 1; . . . ;R.

This approach allows rewriting the model (1)–(2) as a Bayesian

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of our Bayesian network–response regres-

sion model
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logistic regression for which the P�olya-Gamma data augmenta-

tion scheme guarantees conjugate Gaussian full conditionals.
• Given the coordinates’ matrix YðiÞ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n and the traits xi,

i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, updating for the parameters Gvk, v ¼ 1; . . . ;V;

k ¼ 1; . . . ;K and the trajectories Wkrð�Þ; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K; r ¼ 1; . . . ;

R at the observed trait values, proceed by exploiting the proper-

ties of GP priors and standard steps in Bayesian linear regression.

Since the data are observed for a finite number of subjects, this

step uses the multivariate Gaussian representation of the GP.

However it is worth noticing that our model is inherently semi-

parametric as the GP in (6) induces a prior on the infinite-

dimensional space of smooth functions.
• Conditioned on Gvk, v ¼ 1; . . . ;V; k ¼ 1; . . . ;K, the shrinkage

parameters sk, k ¼ 1; . . . ;K are updated from their full condi-

tional Gamma distributions.
• To obtain each pðiÞl ; l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n simply

apply equation (2) to the posterior samples of YðiÞ, for each

i ¼ 1; . . . ;n and Zl, l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2.
• Impute missing edges LðAiÞl from LðAiÞljp

ðiÞ
l � BernfpðiÞl g:

Obtaining posterior samples for the subject-specific edge proba-

bilities associated to missing edges is a key for prediction. Under our

Bayesian procedure and recalling equation (1), prediction of unob-

served edges can be obtained by exploiting the mean of the posterior

predictive distribution

EfLðAiÞljLðA1Þ; . . . ;LðAnÞg

¼ E½EfLðAiÞljp
ðiÞ
l gjLðA1Þ; . . . ;LðAnÞ�

¼ EfpðiÞl jLðA1Þ; . . . ;LðAnÞg; l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2;

(9)

for each possible missing edge in subject i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, where the last

expectation coincides with the posterior mean of pðiÞl . Note that we

use standard font LðAÞ to define the observed vectors of edges and

italics notation LðAÞ to denote the associated random variable.

3 Simulation study

We evaluate the performance of our methods on synthetic data

simulated from a generating process different than our statistical

model. Our goal is to assess whether the proposed methods are suffi-

ciently flexible to learn global and local changes in brain connectiv-

ity structures, even when such variations arise from different

generative mechanisms.

To accomplish the above goal, we simulate multiple brain net-

works Ai with V¼20 nodes and having predictors xi observed on a

discrete grid xi 2 X ¼ f1; . . . ; 15g. In particular, for each unique

predictor value, four networks Ai are generated, for a total of n¼60

subjects. To imitate the hemispheres and lobes in the brain, we de-

fine four node blocks VL1
¼ f1; . . . ;5g; VL2

¼ f6; . . . ; 10g; VR1
¼

f11; . . . ;15g and VR2
¼ f16; . . . ;20g. Nodes in VL1

and VR1
belong

to the first lobe in the left and right hemisphere, respectively,

whereas nodes in VL2
and VR2

belong to the second lobe in the left

and right hemisphere, respectively.

In simulating the data Ai, we aim to incorporate different topo-

logical properties typically observed in human brain networks—

covering block-structures by hemispheres and lobes, along with

small-world architectures (e.g Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). In par-

ticular, for each unique predictor value in X1 ¼ f1; . . . ; 5g, half of

the subjects have high assortativity by hemisphere, whereas the

others have brains with high lobe assortativity (in this context, the

assortativity measures if nodes in the same block are more likely to

be connected than nodes in different blocks). Subjects with an inter-

mediate predictor value xi 2 X2 ¼ f6; . . . ;10g are characterized by

brain networks having small-world behavior according to the Watts

and Strogatz (1998) model. Finally—consistent with initial descrip-

tive analyses of our data—we increase the interhemispheric density

and reduce the intrahemispheric connectivity in the brain networks

of the subjects with high predictor value xi 2 X3 ¼ f11; . . . ; 15g. As

shown in Figure 3 this construction represents a challenging scenario

characterized by different network architectures not generated from

our model, and changing across the predictors’ values with varying

patterns of smoothness and subject-specific variability.

To highlight the possible benefits provided by our statistical

model, we compare performance with a massive univariate ap-

proach estimating a flexible logistic regression for each pair of nodes

as follows

LðAiÞljplðxiÞ � BernfplðxiÞg; logitfplð�Þg � GPð�l; �rcÞ; (10)

for l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2, where c is the correlation function dis-

cussed in Section 2, �l is the mean function and �r is a scaling param-

eter controlling variability. To borrow information across edges, we

set �l equal to the log-odds of the empirical edge probabilities com-

puted for each predictor value in X and let �r ¼ 10 to allow flexible

deviations in each edge trajectory. Posterior inference under the stat-

istical model in equation (10) can be easily performed leveraging the

R package BayesLogit.

In performing posterior computation under our model we let

lz ¼ 0; r2
z ¼ 10; a ¼ q ¼ 2; j ¼ 0:01 and set the upper bounds for

the latent dimensions at R ¼ K ¼ 5. We consider 5000 Gibbs iter-

ations with a burn-in of 1000 and thin the chains every 4 samples —

after burn-in. These choices provide good settings for convergence

and mixing based on the inspection of the trace-plots for the subject-

specific edge probabilities. Posterior computation for our model

takes �16 min under a naive R (version 3.2.1) implementation in a

Fig. 3. Scatterplots of the network summary measures computed for the simulated networks Ai, i ¼ 1; . . . ;n versus their corresponding predictor value

xi, i ¼ 1; . . . ;n
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machine with 8 Intel Core i7 3.4 GHz processor and 16 GB of

RAM. Hence, there are substantial margins to reduce computational

time. We consider the same MCMC settings when performing pos-

terior inference for the model in (10), obtaining comparable results

for convergence and mixing.

3.1 Inference and predictive performance
The simulated dataset provides a challenging scenario to assess ro-

bustness of our methods to model misspecification. We answer this

question via posterior predictive checks (Gelman et al., 2014) assess-

ing the flexibility of our formulation in characterizing the network

summary measures in Figure 3—of particular interest in neurosci-

ence (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). Calculation of the posterior pre-

dictive distributions for these measures is straightforward using the

posterior samples of pðiÞl ; l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, and

equation (1).

Figure 4 compares the network summary measures computed

from the simulated data with their posterior predictive distribution

arising from our network–response regression model and the non-

parametric massive univariate logistic regressions in (10), respect-

ively. The closer the points in Figure 4 are to the dashed diagonal

line, the better the model characterizes the data. According to results

in Figure 4, our formulation achieves general good performance in

characterizing the observed networks, even though these data are

not generated from a model similar to that described in Section 2.

Differently from our flexible network–response regression, the mas-

sive univariate logistic regressions fail to carefully incorporate net-

work structure and subject-specific variability, obtaining worse

performance.

Although the substantial dimensionality reduction induced by

our low-dimensional factorizations in (2) and (5) provide reassur-

ance against over-fitting issues, we empirically assess this property

via out-of-sample edge prediction. In accomplishing this goal, we

perform posterior computation under both models holding out, for

two networks—out of four—in each unique predictor value, those

hard-to-predict edges characterized by more evident variability

across subjects. For these held-out data—comprising the 28% of the

total number of edges in Ai—we measure out-of-sample predictive

performance via the area under the ROC curve (AUC), computed by

predicting the edges with the posterior mean of their corresponding

edge probabilities estimated from the training data according to

equation (9). Explicitly incorporating network structure in modeling

of each Ai, while accounting for subject-specific variability, allows

us to obtain also accurate out-of-sample inference with an AUC

equal to 0.91. When performing prediction under the massive uni-

variate logistic regressions in (10) we obtain a lower AUC equal to

0.82. These results confirm the usefulness of our model as a general

and flexible procedure to provide accurate inference on global and

local changes in brain networks across traits of interest.

4 Brain networks and intelligence scores

We apply our model to the dataset MRN-114, which consists of brain

structural connectivity data for n¼114 subjects along with their

cognitive ability measured via FSIQ score (Jung and Haier, 2007).

This score ranges from 86 to 144 with 48 unique values observed in

our data. In studying the association between intelligence and brain

architecture, previous works either focus on detecting the activated

brain regions in cognitive control (e.g. Leech et al., 2012) or study

relationships between intelligence and topological network measures

(e.g. Li et al., 2009). We hope to obtain new insights into the neural

pathways underlying human intelligence.

In performing posterior computation we consider a total of 5000

Gibbs samples, setting lz ¼ 0; r2
z ¼ 10; a ¼ q ¼ 2, and j ¼ 0:001.

In this case the algorithm required �3.5 h. As in the simulation

study, trace-plots for the edge probabilities suggest that convergence

is reached after 1000 burn-in iterations. We additionally thin the

chain by collecting every 4 samples. Since the latent dimensions R

and K are unknown, we perform posterior computation for increas-

ing R ¼ K ¼ 1; . . . ; 6 and stop when there is no substantial

Fig. 4. Goodness-of-fit assessment for selected network summary measures under the two different modeling procedures in the simulation study. Upper panels:

for the Bayesian network–response regression, plot of the network summary measures computed from the simulated subjects (x-axis) versus their corresponding

mean arising from the posterior predictive distribution (y-axis). Segments represent the 95% posterior predictive intervals. Lower panels: same quantities from

the massive univariate nonparametric logistic regression
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improvement in out-of-sample edge prediction based on the AUC. In

computing the AUC, we randomly select 20% of the edges and hold

them out for a randomly chosen 50% of the subjects. For these held-

out test edges, the AUC is computed as discussed in the simulation.

We repeat the procedure 5 times for each setting and report the aver-

age AUC in Table 1. The network-response model having R ¼ K

¼ 5 provides a good choice for inference and prediction. It is add-

itionally worth noticing how all the AUCs are very high. The reason

for this result is that a wide set of brain connections are easier to pre-

dict in being either almost always present or absent in the subjects

under study.

In the following subsections we discuss the improved perform-

ance of our procedure—considering R ¼ K ¼ 5—in relation to our

Table 1. Average AUC computed for the test data at varying R and K

R ¼ K ¼ 1 R ¼ K ¼ 2 R ¼ K ¼ 3 R ¼ K ¼ 4 R ¼ K ¼ 5 R ¼ K ¼ 6

0.983 0.986 0.988 0.989 0.990 0.989

Fig. 5. Goodness-of-fit assessment for selected network summary measures under the two different modeling procedures in the application. Upper panels: for

the Bayesian network–response regression, plot of the network summary measures computed from the observed subjects (x-axis) versus their corresponding

mean arising from the posterior predictive distribution (y-axis). Segments represent the 95% posterior predictive intervals. Lower panels: same quantities from

the massive univariate nonparametric logistic regression

Fig. 6. Left plot: average edge probability versus FSIQ for connections linking

regions in left and right frontal lobe. Right plot: average edge probability ver-

sus FSIQ for connections linking regions in frontal and limbic lobes. Black

lines denote the point-wise posterior means and gray areas denote the 95%

highest posterior density intervals from our model

Fig. 7. 3-D brain network representation showing edges whose trajectories

display evident trends across FSIQ—based on their posterior distributions.

Brain regions having the same shade of gray belong to the same anatomical

lobe
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competitor in (10), including in inference, prediction and uncer-

tainty quantification. These relevant improvements are fundamental

in refining inference on how network structures change across a con-

tinuous trait of interest.

4.1 Goodness-of-fit and inference on changes in the

brain connectivity architecture across FSIQ scores
As discussed in Sections 1 and 3, restrictive statistical models for

how a brain network architecture changes with a trait can lead to

substantially biased inference and conclusions. Hence, prior to pre-

senting our findings, we first assess the performance of our statistical

model in characterizing the observed brain network data. Consistent

with the analyses in Section 3, this is accomplished via posterior pre-

dictive checks for relevant topological properties. As shown in

Figure 5, our model achieves good performance in characterizing

the observed network summary measures, substantially improving

over our competitor. This motivates further analyses on how the

brain network changes, on average, across FSIQ scores.

The cerebrum of the brain is divided into five main anatomical

lobes—named frontal, limbic, occipital, parietal and temporal lobes

(Kang et al., 2012). In order to provide interpretable inference on

how the network structure changes with FSIQ, we focus on the pos-

terior distribution for the trajectories of aggregated connectivity pat-

terns considering possible combinations of hemispheric and lobe

membership. For example, the left plot in Figure 6 displays the pos-

terior distribution of the averaged edge probabilities connecting

brain regions in different hemispheres, but belonging both to the

frontal lobe.

Figure 6 shows that the aggregated pathway linking regions in

the left and right frontal lobe, as well as the one connecting re-

gions in the frontal lobe with those in the limbic cortex, increase

with FSIQ. This result is in line with findings on the role of the

frontal lobe in intelligence (Li et al., 2009). To provide insights

on local changes in the brain architecture with FSIQ, Figure 7

highlights the connections whose posterior distributions show

evident trends with FSIQ. In particular all the trajectories for the

edges highlighted in Figure 7 significantly increase with FSIQ.

Consistent with the results in the left plot of Figure 6, almost all

these edges connect regions in opposite hemispheres but belong-

ing both to the frontal lobe.

4.2 Edge prediction and uncertainty quantification
Results in Figure 5 are appealing in demonstrating that the substantial

dimensionality reduction induced by our model via (2) and (5), care-

fully preserves flexibility in characterizing complex brain network

structures and their changes with FSIQ. To further investigate the bene-

fits induced by our parsimonious representation we assess performance

in edge prediction for a challenging scenario holding out—for 50% of

the subjects—only the hard-to-predict edges having empirical probabil-

ity (the empirical edge probability �p l is defined as �pl ¼
Pn

i¼1 LðAiÞl=n
for each l ¼ 1; . . . ;VðV � 1Þ=2) 0:2 < �pl < 0:8. Consistent with the

results in the simulation study we obtain an AUC equal to 0.82, sub-

stantially out-performing the AUC of 0.65 for our competitor.

Another advantage of our flexible Bayesian approach over meth-

ods relying on optimization or restrictive hierarchical models is the

ability to accurately characterize uncertainty in learning how the

brain structure varies with subjects, systematically in relation to a

trait and randomly due to unobserved conditions or measurement

errors. We assess performance in uncertainty quantification by eval-

uating probability calibration in the above prediction task. In par-

ticular, we bin the estimated probabilities for the held-out edges in

intervals ½0; 0:1�; ð0:1; 0:2�; . . . ; ð0:9; 1� and—within each bin—we

calculate the proportion of actual edges among those predicted to

have an edge probability within that bin. If the values of these em-

pirical proportions are actually within the bins they refer to, the pro-

cedure is well calibrated and properly quantifies uncertainty.

According to Table 2 our model has good performance in uncer-

tainty quantification.

5 Conclusion

Motivated by a neuroscience study, we developed a novel model to

flexibly infer changes in a network-valued random variable with a

continuous trait. The simulation study and the application to learn

variations in the brain connectivity architecture across FSIQ show

substantial improvements in inference, edge prediction and uncer-

tainty quantification.

Although we focus on a single trait, the method is trivially gener-

alized to accommodate multiple traits of an individual. Moreover

our formulation can be easily adapted to incorporate directed net-

works via two subsets of latent coordinates—for each brain re-

gion—modeling outgoing and incoming edges, respectively. Our

procedure also has a broad range of possible applications in social

science and econometrics.

Although our initial results suggest that binary brain networks

already contain valuable information about the individual’s brain

structure, future research generalizing the proposed model to ac-

count for weighted edges, may benefit from the additional informa-

tion contained in the fiber counts.
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